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Abstract
An enhanced generative formalism is proposed based on the combination of two features: contextual derivation (as in Marcus
contextual grammars) and sorted dependency structures (as in dependency grammars). The model is related to a variant of restarting
automaton with rewriting and deletion. Preliminary results on the generative power as well as closure and decidability properties of
the new model are presented.
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1. Introduction
In generative models based on constituency (like Chomsky grammars), the word order is imposed by the structural
description of the sentence (the constituency tree). This strong correlation is somehow suitable for languages with a
rather ﬁx order of words in the sentence (as English, or programming languages), but becomes very inefﬁcient for
languages that experience in different degrees the phenomenon of free word order (such as Russian and other slavic
languages). For these latter languages, constituency trees are often replaced by more ﬂexible syntactic structures, as
dependency trees.
A dependency tree is a tree with labeled edges over a set of lexical units. When considering dependency trees
resulted from syntactic analysis, edges are labeled by surface structure relations (see Fig. 1). Unlike constituency trees,
dependency trees can be considered with or without word order, and when considered with word order, this order is not
necessarily imposed by the structure of the tree (see [1] for a comparison between constituent and dependency trees).
Though, mathematical models proposed for the generation of dependency trees (see again [1]) are not very successful
in efﬁciently manipulating both dependencies and word order and in principle only the case of projective dependency
trees has been studied the most.
In this paper, we propose a mathematical model for the generation of dependency trees based on the formalism of
Marcus contextual grammars. Contextual grammars were introduced in [9] as an attempt to transform in generative
devices some procedures developedwithin the framework of analytical models (see [10] for a comprehensive discussion
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Fig. 1. Dependency tree for the sentence John really liked the movie.
on the linguistic motivations of contextual grammars). In many respects (the mathematical model of) contextual
grammars and (the linguistic model of) dependency grammars (see for example [13]) have the same roots and similar
features (as the use of the intrinsic resources of the language).
However, no relationshipwas yet established between contextual and dependency grammars. This happened probably
because, originally, contextual grammars developed a string generative mechanism and structures on strings generated
by contextual grammars were introduced only recently (starting with [12]).
Marcus contextual grammars are intrinsic models without auxiliary symbols based only on the fundamental lin-
guistic operation of inserting words in given phrases according to certain contextual dependencies. More precisely,
contextual grammars include contexts (pairs of words), associated with selectors (set of words); a context can be ad-
joined to any associated word-selector. In this way, starting from a ﬁnite set of words, a language can be generated
(see [11]).
Basically, what we propose is to consider an (ordered) dependency tree as a dual model, of a string and of a tree.
Consequently, a dependency tree will be generated by a set of hybrid rules, in which the word order is imposed by the
contextual mechanism, while the dependency structure is constructed by tree rewriting methods.
We exemplify this construction using a simple variant of contextual grammar, which inserts only one string at a time
in a given context of selectors. We call this model strong insertion grammar, as being a generalization of insertion
grammars (named in such a way in [16], but introduced in [2] under the name of semicontextual grammars). The model
is also similar, but not identical, to 1-contextual grammars, i.e. n-contextual grammars, with n = 1 (n-contextual
grammars were introduced in [15]).
Using the contextual mechanism of strong insertion grammars, we deﬁne and study sorted dependency inser-
tion grammars, a generative model for sorted dependency trees. As usually for contextual grammars, we introduce
restrictions on the selection of the inserted string, based on the type of selectors. We focus on regular selectors that we
ﬁnd suitable (simple and powerful in the same time) for the description of word order in natural languages.
A similar theoretical development can be done for any variant of contextual grammars. In [3], we introduced the
model of (unsorted) dependency contextual grammars, which uses the classical (internal) contextual grammars.
An important achievement ismade by relating the new generativemodel to a variant of restarting automata. Restarting
automata have been introduced in a series of papers [5–7], in order to model the analysis by reduction of the natural
language, as deﬁned by some linguistic schools (Czech, Russian, etc.). The process of analysis by reduction is dual to
the process of generation described by contextual grammars and in papers like [14], the relationship between several
forms of restarting automata and corresponding classes of contextual grammars was given.
In this paper, we deﬁne a variant of restarting automaton working with two heads, one for deletion only and the
second for rewriting and we relate this restarting automaton to the class of sorted dependency insertion grammars with
regular selectors.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce dependency trees and (partial) sorted dependency
trees. In Section 3, we deﬁne strong insertion grammars and sorted dependency insertion grammars. Then, we present
preliminary results on the class of languages generated by sorted dependency insertion grammars with regular selectors,
like results on the generative power in Section 4, and closure or decidability properties in Section 5. In Section 6, we
establish the equivalence between the sorted dependency insertion grammars with regular selectors working in the
top-down manner and a restricted variant of restarting automata with delete/rewrite in the weak cyclic form. Some
conclusions are given in the last section.
The following notations are used through this paper. By [n] we denote the set of the ﬁrst n natural numbers, not
equal to 0. Let V be an alphabet. By V + we denote the set of strings v1 . . . vn, with vi ∈ V , for all i ∈ [n] and we
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denote V ∗ = V + ∪ {}, where  is the empty string. Let x ∈ V ∗ be a string and a ∈ V be a symbol. By |x| we denote
the length x and by |x|a the number of occurrences of a in x.
We denote by REG, LIN, CF, CS the classes of regular, linear, context-free and context-sensitive languages,
respectively.
2. Dependency trees
A dependency tree (D-tree) is a tree whose nodes are labeled over an alphabet of terminal symbols. We will introduce
D-trees using the concept of a structured string from [8] (see also [11,12]).
A structured string overV is a pair (x, x), where x ∈ V + is a non-empty string overV andx ⊆ [|x|]×[|x|]\{(i, i) |
i ∈ [|x|]} is an anti-reﬂexive binary relation, called dependency relation on x. If x is a string and i ∈ [|x|], we denote
by x(i) the ith symbol of x. If ixj , then we say that x(j) depends on x(i). Let us denote by +x (and call dominance
relation on x) the transitive closure of x . If i+x j , then we say that x(i) dominates x(j).
A structured string t = (x, x) is called a D-tree iff the dependency relation x induces a structure of a tree over x,
i.e.:
(i) there is a unique rt ∈ [|x|] such that x(rt ) does not depend on any symbol of x (rt is called the root of t);
(ii) for each i ∈ [|x|] \ {rt }, there is a unique index j ∈ [|x|] such that x(i) depends on x(j);
(iii) +x is an anti-reﬂexive relation, i.e. (i, i) /∈ +x , for all i ∈ [|x|].
We denote by (V ) the set of D-trees over a set V of terminals.
Usually, the edges of a D-tree are also labeled over an alphabet of syntactic categories. Instead of working with
D-trees with labeled edges, we will consider syntactic categories (also called types, or sorts) on the symbols that label
the nodes.
Formally, let V be an alphabet and S be a ﬁnite set of sorts, such that V ∩ S = ∅. A sorted partial D-tree over V
and S is a pair t = (x, x), where x ∈ V + is a non-empty string over V and x : [|x|] → S × ([|x|] ∪ S)∗ describes a
tree-structure over [|x|], such that:
(i) There is a unique rt ∈ [|x|] such that |i |rt = 0, for all i ∈ [|x|], with x(i) = (Ai, i ). We say that rt is the root
of t .
(ii) For each i ∈ [|x|] \ {rt }, there is a unique j ∈ [|x|], with x(j) = (Aj , j ), such that |j |i = 1 and |k|i = 0, for
all k ∈ [|x|] \ {j}, with x(k) = (Ak, k). We write dx(j, i) and we say that x(i) depends on x(j).
(iii) If dx is a binary relation of dependencies on [|x|], deﬁned as above, then its transitive closure d+x is anti-reﬂexive.
For each i ∈ [|x|], with x(i) = (Ai, i ), we say that Ai is the sort of x(i). By Sort (t) we denote the sort of the root
of t . The nodes of t not corresponding to any symbol in x are not ordered. These nodes are always leaves in t , i.e.
terminal nodes.
A sorted D-tree is a sorted partial D-tree (x, x), with x(i) ∈ S × ([|x|])∗, for all i ∈ [|x|] (see Fig. 2(a) and (b)).
We denote by (V , S) and p(V, S) the set of sorted D-trees, respectively sorted partial D-trees, over the alphabet
V and the set S of sorts.
Any D-tree with labeled edges can be transformed in a sorted D-tree. The sort of the symbol from a node n will be
the label of the (unique) edge which leads to n, except for the symbol from the root of the tree, whose sort can be taken
as a special element #.
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Fig. 2. Examples of (a) sorted D-tree and (b) sorted partial D-tree.
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3. Dependency insertion grammars
A strong insertion grammar is a construct G = (V ,A,R1, . . . , Rn) such that V is an alphabet, A is a ﬁnite language
over V (the set of axioms), and for each i ∈ [n], Ri = (Pi,Qi, zi) is a insertion rule, with Pi,Qi ⊆ V ∗ (each element
in Pi ×Qi is called a pair of selectors) and zi ∈ V + (the insertion string). The derivation in a strong insertion grammar
is deﬁned by
x ⇒ y iff there is i ∈ [n] such that x = uv with u ∈ Pi, v ∈ Qi and y = uziv.
If ∗⇒ is the reﬂexive and transitive closure of ⇒, then L(G) = {x ∈ V ∗ | ∃w ∈ A,w ∗⇒ x} denotes the language
generated by G. We say that G has F -choice, where F denotes a family of languages if Pi,Qi ∈ F , for all 1 in.
If F = REG, we call G a strong insertion grammars with regular choice.
We denote by I (F ) the class of languages generated by strong insertion grammars with F -choice.
A strong insertion grammar is a generalization of an insertion grammar (or semicontextual grammar, as originally
named in [2]). In an insertion grammars (see [16, Chapter 13] for details), for each rule Ri = (Pi,Qi, zi), there
are u, v ∈ V ∗ such that Pi = V ∗{u} and Qi = {v}V ∗. Insertion grammars are a particular case of strong insertion
grammars with regular choice.
Strong insertion grammars are 1-contextual grammars, i.e. n-contextual grammar, with n = 1 (see [16, Chapter 14]
for details). However, n-contextual grammar with restricted choice are deﬁned in a different way than strong insertion
grammars with restricted choice.
A sorted dependency insertion grammar is a tuple G = (V , S,X,A,R1, . . . , Rn) such that V is an alphabet, S is a
ﬁnite set of sorts, X ∈ S is a selected sort, A ⊆ p(V , S) is a ﬁnite set of sorted partial D-trees over V and S, and for
each i ∈ [n], Ri = (Pi,Qi, ti) is an insertion tree rule, with Pi,Qi ⊆ V ∗ strings over V and ti = (zi, i ) ∈ p(V , S)
a sorted partial D-tree.
A derivation in a sorted dependency insertion grammar is deﬁned as a binary relation ⇒s over p(V , S). A sorted
partial D-tree (x, x) derives in a sorted partial D-tree (y, y) iff there exists i ∈ [n] with Ri = (Pi,Qi, ti) and
ti = (zi, i ), such that:
(i) x = uv, with u ∈ Pi , v ∈ Qi and y = uziv;
(ii) the tree structure over [|y|] is built from the tree structures over [|x|] and [|zi |], as explained below.
We distinguish two types of derivation:
(i) top-down derivation ⇒ts , when the root of ti , with the sort Y , replaces an occurrence of the sort Y in , where
(j) = (Z, ), for some j ∈ [|x|];
(ii) bottom-up derivation ⇒bs , when (x, x) ∈ (V , S) and the root of (x, x), with the sort Y , replaces an occurrence
of the sort Y in , where (j) = (Z, ), for some j ∈ [|zi |].
Then, ⇒s is the union of ⇒ts and ⇒bs . Further, we deﬁne:
• ∗⇒ts as the reﬂexive and transitive closure of ⇒ts ;
• ∗⇒s as the reﬂexive and transitive closure of ⇒s ;
• ∗⇒(s,k) as the reﬂexive and transitive closure of ⇒s , such that if  ∗⇒(s,k)  if and only if there is a derivation chain
from  to  that never contains more than k consecutive top-down derivations, for k ∈ IN .
Then, DL(G) = {t ∈ (V , S) | ∃u ∈ A, u ∗⇒ t}, for  ∈ {ts, s} ∪ {(s, k) | k ∈ IN} denotes the sorted
dendrolanguage (the set of sorted D-trees) generated by G and L(G) = {x ∈ V + | ∃(x, ) of sort X in DL(G)}, for
 ∈ {ts, s} ∪ {(s, k) | k ∈ IN}, denotes the language generated by G, through the speciﬁed type of derivation.
We say that G has F -choice, where F denotes a family of languages if Pi,Qi ∈ F , for all 1 in, with Ri =
(Pi,Qi, ti).
We denote by SDI(F ) the class of languages generated by sorted dependency insertion grammars with F -choice in
the  mode of derivation, for  ∈ {ts, s} ∪ {(s, k) | k ∈ IN}.
Example 1. Consider a sorteddependency insertiongrammarG= ({a, b, c}, {X, Y,Z}, X, {[abc, (1, X, ), (2, Y, 13),
(3, Z, )]}, ({}, a+b+c+, [a, (1, X, )]), (a+, b+c+, [b, (1, Y,XYZ)]), (a+b+, c+, [c, (1, Z, )])). Obviously,
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G has regular choice. Then, L(s,0)(G) = L(s,1)(G) = {abc} and Ls(G) = L(s,k)(G) = {anbncn | n ∈ IN∗}, for
all k2. The sorted D-tree from Fig. 2(a) is in DL(s,2)(G). Any derivation sequence in G is made by a bottom-up
derivation, in which the second rule is applied, followed by two top-down derivations corresponding to the ﬁrst and the
third rules, respectively.
The same language as above can be obtained only by bottom-up derivations.
Example 2. Consider a sorteddependency insertiongrammarG = ({a, b, c}, {X, Y,Z}, Y, {[abc, (1, X, ), (2, Y, 13),
(3, Z, )]}, ({}, a+b+c+, [a, (1, X, Y )]), (a+, b+c+, [b, (1, Y, Z)]), (a+b+, c+, [c, (1, Z,X)])). G has regular
choice. Then, Ls(G) = L(s,k)(G) = {anbncn | n ∈ IN∗}, for all k ∈ IN .
A similar construction as above can be done using only top-down derivations.
4. Generative power
In the sequel, we present some preliminary results on the generative power of sorted dependency insertion grammars
(especially with regular choice).
Theorem 3. The following inclusion holds: I (F ) ⊆ SDIs(F ) and I (F ) ⊆ SDI(s,k)(F ), for any family of languages
F and for all k ∈ IN . If REG ⊆ F , then the inclusions are strict.
Proof. Let G = (V ,A,R1, . . . , Rn) be a strong insertion grammar with F -choice. We construct a sorted dependency
insertion grammar with F -choice, G′ = (V , S, s, A′, R′1, . . . , R′n), where:
• S = {s}.
• A′ = {(x, ) | x ∈ A, (i) = (s, i + 1),∀i ∈ [|x| − 1], (|x|) = (s, )}.
• R′i = {(Pi,Qi, ti) | Ri = (Pi,Qi, zi), ti = (zi, i ), i (j) = (s, j + 1),∀j ∈ [|zi | − 1], i (|zi |) = (s, s)}, for all
i ∈ [n].
The dendrolanguage DLs(G′) = DL(s,k)(G′), for all k ∈ IN , is built only by bottom-up derivations and it is easy to
see that Ls(G′) = L(s,k)(G′) = L(G), for all k ∈ IN .
The language L = {anbncn | n ∈ IN∗} from Example 2 is in SDIs(REG) and SDI(s,k)(REG), with k ∈ IN , but it
cannot be generated by any strong insertion grammar with any kind of choice.
Indeed, let us suppose toward a contradiction thatL ∈ I (F ), for a classF of languages. LetG′′ = ({a, b, c}, A′′, R′′1 ,
. . . , R′′m) be a strong insertion grammar with F -choice, such that L(G′′) = L.
L is an inﬁnite language, while A′′ is a ﬁnite part of it. Thus, there exists a string x ∈ L \A′′ such that x = anbncn,
with n l. Since x ∈ A′′, there exists 1 im such that x = uziv, for some (u, v) ∈ Pi × Qi , R′′i = (Pi,Qi, zi) and
y = uv ∈ L. It follows that there exists p ∈ IN∗, p < n, such that y = apbpcp, hence zi = an−pbn−pcn−p with
n − p > 0. Since uziv = anbncn, it follows that n − p = n, which implies p = 0. This is a contradiction with the
restriction p ∈ IN∗ (the empty string  does not belong to L). 
Theorem 4. The following strict inclusions hold:
• LIN ⊂ SDIs(REG) and
• LIN ⊂ SDI(s,k)(REG), for all k ∈ IN .
Proof. For any linear language L, we can consider a linear grammar G = (N, V,X, P ), with the property that there
is a partition of the set of productions P = P1 ∪ P2 ∪ P3 such that P1 contains only productions of the form Y → a,
with Y ∈ N and a ∈ V , P2 contains only productions of the form Y → aZ, with Y,Z ∈ N and a ∈ V , and P3 contains
only productions of the form Y → Za, with Y,Z ∈ N and a ∈ V . Denote the productions in P2 by p21, . . . , p2n,
and the productions in P3 by p31, . . . , p3m. Then, we construct a sorted dependency insertion grammar with regular
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choice G′ = (V ,N,X,A,R1, . . . , Rm+n), where:
• A = {(a, ) | Y → a ∈ P1, (1) = (Y, )}.
• Ri = {({}, V +, ti) | ti = (a, i ), i (1) = (Y, Z), p2i = Y → aZ}, for all i ∈ [n].
• Rn+i = {(V +, {}, ti) | ti = (a, i ), i (1) = (Y, Z), p3i = Y → Za}, for all i ∈ [m].
The dendrolanguage DLs(G′) = DL(s,k)(G′), for all k ∈ IN , is built only by bottom-up derivations. It is easy to see
that Ls(G′) = L(s,k)(G′) = L(G), for all k ∈ IN .
The language {anbncn | n ∈ IN∗} from Example 2 is in SDIs(REG) and SDI(s,k)(REG), for all k ∈ IN , but it is not
a linear language. 
The following is an example of linear language generated by a sorted dependency insertion grammar with regular
choice.
Example 5. LetV = {a, b} be a two-letters alphabet. ConsiderG = (V , {X, Y, Z}, X, {[aa, (1, X, 2), (2, Y, )], [bb,
(1, X, 2), (2, Z, )]}, (V +, {}, [a, (1, Y,X)]), ({}, V +, [a, (1, X, Y )]), (V +, {}, [b, (1, Z,X)]), ({}, V +, [b, (1,
X,Z)])), a sorted dependency insertion grammar with regular choice. We obtain Ls(G) = L(s,0) = {ww˜ | w ∈ V +},
where by w˜ we denote the mirror image of w. Any derivation sequence in G is made by several two consecutive
bottom-up derivations, in which either two as or two bs are added.
Actually, Example 2 proves another result.
Theorem 6. SDIs(REG) and SDI(s,k)(REG), for all k ∈ IN , are not included in CF .
It would be interesting to study also the reverse inclusion. Our strong belief is that SDIs(REG) (or SDI(s,k)(REG),
for all k ∈ IN ) and CF are incomparable. Such a result would be supported by an example of context-free language
that cannot be generated by any sorted dependency insertion grammar with regular selectors. We conjecture that such
a language can be obtained by concatenating the language Ls(G) from Example 5 with itself.
Conjecture 7. If L = {ww˜ | w ∈ V +} is a language over an alphabet V with at least two symbols, then the language
L2 is neither in SDIs(REG) nor in SDI(s,k)(REG), for all k ∈ IN .
If this conjecture is true, this would answer to many other questions as we will point out below.
Theorem 8. The following inclusions hold:
• SDIs(REG) ⊆ CS and
• SDI(s,k)(REG) ⊆ CS, for all k ∈ IN .
Proof. A linear bounded automaton can be built for any language generated by a sorted dependency insertion grammar
with regular selectors. If the language is obtained only by using the top-down derivation, then the linear bounded
automaton can be deﬁned in a similar way with the restarting automaton with delete/rewrite introduced by the proof of
Theorem 11 in Section 6. 
The above inclusion is strict if the Conjecture 7 holds.
5. Closure and decidability properties
It is known (see [16]) that contextual grammars have poor closure properties. However, for sorted dependency
insertion grammars with regular selectors at least one positive result in this direction can be stated.
Theorem 9. SDI(REG), for all  ∈ {ts, s} ∪ {(s, k) | k ∈ IN}, is closed under union.
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Proof. Let G1 =(V1, S1, X1, A1, R11, . . . , R1n1), G2 =(V2, S2, X2, A2, R21, . . . , R2n2) be two sorted dependency inser-
tion grammar with regular selectors. We can suppose that the sets of sorts S1 and S2 are disjoint, except for X1 and
X2 for which we take the same symbol. We can also suppose that X1 and X2 never appear as the sort of an internal
node in any sorted (partial) dependency tree generated by G1 and G2, respectively. We build a sorted dependency
insertion grammar with regular selectors G = (V1 ∪ V2, S1 ∪ S2, X1, A1 ∪ A2, R11, . . . , R1n1 , R21, . . . , R2n2). Then,
L(G) = L(G1) ∪ L(G2), for any derivation mode .
Indeed, because of the separation of the sorts of the two grammars, the derivation in the two grammars do not mix
even after putting them together and even if the two alphabets V1 and V2 are not disjoint. The language generated by
G will contain exactly all the strings generated by G1 or G2. 
However, Conjecture 7 would imply (and we believe this is the case) a lot of negative closure results like for
catenation, Kleene +, morphisms or substitution.
At this moment, we know the decidability answer only for the membership problem.
Theorem 10. The membership problem is decidable for any of the classes SDIs(REG), SDIts (REG) and
SDI(s,k)(REG), with k ∈ IN .
Proof. The membership of a string to a language generated by a sorted dependency insertion grammar can be tested by
listing all the derivations that produce (partial) D-trees which a smaller number of symbols than the given string. Since
any insertion rule adds at least one symbol in the tree, this procedure is ﬁnite for any given string, thus the membership
problem is decidable. 
The emptyness problem is usually trivial for contextual grammars because of the fact that the language generated is
empty if and only if the set of axioms is empty. In the case of sorted dependency insertion grammars, the emptyness
problem is not anymore trivial, since we allow partial D-trees in the set of axioms, i.e. D-trees that do not correspond
to strings in the language. If we restrict the model considering only axioms which are (complete) D-trees, then again
the emptyness problem is decidable in a trivial way. In this latest case, however, we cannot generate by top-down
derivations only, more than ﬁnite languages.
6. Relationship with restarting automata
In this section, we will consider the class of languages generated by sorted dependency insertion grammars with
regular choice, using only top-down derivations, SDIts (REG).
Automatawith a restart operation, called restarting automata, were introduced in [5–7], in order tomodel the analysis
by reduction of natural language sentences. The analysis by reduction consists of stepwise simpliﬁcation of an extended
sentence so that the (in)correctness of the sentence is not affected. In this way, after some number of steps, a simple
sentence is got or an error is found. The process of analysis by reduction is dual to the process of generation described
by contextual grammars.
In [14], a relationship was established between several forms of restarting automata with a deletion operation and
corresponding classes of contextual grammars. In this section we present a form of restarting automata with deletion
and rewriting and we relate it to the class SDIts (REG) of languages.
The variant of restarting automaton with two heads, one rewriting and the other one deleting, was suggested to the
ﬁrst author by Martin Plátek, during a seminary held last year at the Charles University in Prague, in relation with the
formalism of free-order dependency grammars (see [4]).
The following deﬁnition is inspired from the deﬁnition of a restarting automaton from [7]. A restarting automaton
with delete/rewrite (DRWRA) is a tupleM = (Q,,, k, I, q0,QA,QR), whereQ is a ﬁnite set of states, and are
disjoint ﬁnite sets of symbols, called the input alphabet and the work alphabet, respectively. We denote V = ∪, and
suppose that V does not contain the special symbols |c, and $ called the left sentinel and the right sentinel, respectively.
k is a nonnegative integer called the size of lookahead, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, QA ⊆ Q is the set of accepting
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states, QR ⊆ Q is the set of rejecting states. I is a ﬁnite set of instructions of the following three types:
(1) (q, au) → (q ′,MVR),
(2) (q, au) → (q ′,RWR(v)),
(3) (q, au) → RST,
where q, q ′ ∈ Q, a ∈ V ∪{ |c, $}, u, v ∈ V ∗ ∪V ∗ · {$}, k |u|0 and |au| |v|0. If |v| = 0, we will use the notation
DEL instead of RWR(v).
The restarting automaton with delete/rewrite M is a device with a ﬁnite state control unit, and two heads moving
on a ﬁnite linear (doubly linked) list of items. The ﬁrst item always contains a special symbol |c, the last one contains
another special symbol $, and each other item contains a symbol from V . The heads have a lookahead ‘window’ of
length k (k0)—besides the current item, M also scans the next k right neighbor items (or simply the end of the word
when the distance to $ is less than k).
We suppose that the set of states Q is divided into two classes—the set of non-halting states Q—(QA ∪QR) (there
is at least one instruction which is applicable when the unit is in such a state) and the set of halting states QA ∪ QR
(any computation ﬁnishes by entering such a state); the set of halting states is further divided into the set of accepting
states QA and the set of rejecting states QR .
We also suppose that the set of states Q is divided in two disjoint subsets Q1 and Q2 corresponding to the ﬁrst and
second head, respectively. If the automaton is in a state from Q1, then the next instruction is applied to the ﬁrst head,
while if the automaton is in a state from Q2, then the next instruction is applied to the second head.
The following conditions link the two heads with the corresponding states and instructions and characterize the
behavior of the automaton M .
• q0 ∈ Q1.
• (q, au) → (q ′,	) ∈ I implies q, q ′ ∈ Q1, or q ∈ Q1, q ′ ∈ Q2, or q, q ′ ∈ Q2.
• (q, au) → RST ∈ I implies q ∈ Q2.
• (q, au) → (q ′,	) ∈ I and q ∈ Q1 implies 	 = MVR or 	 = DEL.
• (q, au) → (q ′,DEL) ∈ I and q ∈ Q1 implies a ∈  and u = .
• (q, au) → (q ′,	) ∈ I and q ∈ Q2 implies 	 = MVR or 	 = RWR(v), for some v.
• (q, au) → (q ′,RWR(v)) ∈ I and q ∈ Q2 implies au ∈ + and v ∈ .
A conﬁguration of the automaton M is (u, q, v), where u ∈ {} ∪ { |c} · V ∗ is the content of the list from the left
sentinel to the position of the head, q ∈ Q is the current state and v ∈ { |c, } · V ∗ · {$} ∪ {} is the content of the list
from the scanned item to the right sentinel.
In the restarting conﬁguration on a word w ∈ ( ∪ )∗, the word |cw$ is stored in the items of the list, the control
unit is in the initial state q0, and the heads are attached to that item which contains the left sentinel (scanning |c, looking
also at the ﬁrst k symbols of the word w). An initial computation of M starts in an initial conﬁguration which is a
restarting conﬁguration on an input word (w ∈ ∗).
The computation of M is controlled by a ﬁnite set of instructions I of types (1), (2) and (3) from above.
The left-hand side (q, au) of an instruction determines when it is applicable—q means the current state
(of the control unit), a the symbol being scanned by the head, and u means the content of the lookahead
window (u being a string of length k or less if it ends with $). The right-hand side describes the activity to be
performed.
In case (1), M changes the current state to q ′ and moves the head to the right neighbor item of the item
containing a. In particular, if a = $ then q ′ must be a halting state.
In case (2), the activity consists of deleting (removing) some items (at least one) of the just scanned part of the list
(containing au), and of rewriting some (possibly none) of the non-deleted scanned items (in other words au is replaced
with v, where v should not be longer than au). After that, the head of M is moved to the right to the item containing
the ﬁrst symbol after the lookahead and the current state of M is changed to q ′. There are two exceptions: if au ends
by $ then v also ends by $ (the right sentinel cannot be deleted or rewritten) and after the rewriting the head is moved
to the item containing $; similarly, the left sentinel |c cannot be deleted or rewritten.
In case (3), RST means entering the initial state and placing the head on the ﬁrst item of the list (containing |c).
Any computation of a restarting automatonM is composed of certain phases. A phase called cycle starts in a restarting
conﬁguration, the head moves to the right along the input list until a restart operation is performed, and M is resumed
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in a new restarting conﬁguration. A phase of a computation called tail starts in a restarting conﬁguration, the head
moves to the right along the input list until one of the halting states is reached.
From the above conditions, it results that each cycle is divided in two sub-phases such that in the ﬁrst sub-phase
the ﬁrst head deletes some working symbols from the tape, then passes the control to the second head which rewrites
strings of input symbols into working symbols. We will say that the ﬁrst head is the deleting head, while the second
head is the rewriting head.
In this paper, we work with restarting automata which are making at most m DEL-instructions (which are performed
by the ﬁrst head), for a given constant m and exactly one RWR-instruction (which is performed by the second head) in
each cycle. We will call such a DRWRA, a restricted DRWRA.
In general, a DRWRA is nondeterministic, i.e., there can be two or more instructions with the same left-hand side
(q, au). If it is not the case, the automaton is deterministic.
An input word w is accepted by M if there is an initial computation which starts in the initial conﬁguration with
w ∈ ∗ (bounded by sentinels |c,$) on the list and ﬁnishes in an accepting conﬁguration where the control unit is in one
of the accepting states. L(M) denotes the language consisting of all words accepted by M; we say that M recognizes
the language L(M).
The automaton M is said to be in the weak cyclic form if all the restarting conﬁgurations that are accepted without
any cycle (thus, only by performing a tail) form a ﬁnite set.
The following two theorems use the same ideas as the corresponding theorems from [14] for regular contextual
grammars.
Theorem 11. For any sorted dependency insertion grammar with regular selectors G working in the top-down deriva-
tion style, there is a restricted DRWRA M in the weak cyclic form such that L(M) = L(G).
Proof. LetG = (V , S,A,R1, . . . , Rn) be a sorted dependency insertion grammar with regular selectors. TheDRWRA
M will be constructed as a composition of several sub-automata. For each 1 in, the automaton M contains a sub-
automaton Mi . If the insertion rule Ri = (Pi,Qi, ti) is described by the selector pairs (u, v) ∈ Pi ×Qi and the partial
D-tree ti = (zi, i ) with i : [|zi |] → S × ([|zi |] ∪ S)∗, we denote by
mi = ∑
j∈[|zi |],i (j)=(sj ,j )
∑
s∈S
|j |s
the number of sorts of ti , which do not correspond to any terminal symbol (free sorts). ThenMi performs the followings
items:
• Mi starts in the initial state q0 with the ﬁrst head, which deletes from the working tape mi working symbols
representing exactly the free sorts of ti . The order and the positions of the working symbols that are deleted do not
matter. The ﬁrst head completely ignores the input symbols that it ﬁnds on the tape.
• After ﬁnding and deleting the free sorts of ti , Mi starts with the second head from the left sentinel of the tape. The
second head moves along the tape, ignoring the working symbols and simulating on input symbols a ﬁnite state
automaton A(Pi) recognizing the regular language Pi . If the simulated automaton A(Pi) gets into an accepting state
then Mi nondeterministically either continues the simulation of A(Pi) or tries to rewrite the string zi into a working
symbol, which is the sort of the root of ti . If zi is found and rewritten, then Mi starts the simulation of A(Qi), the
ﬁnite state automaton recognizing the language Qi , immediately after zi is rewritten. Mi restarts (and implicitly M
restarts) if A(Qi) accepts and the whole word is scanned. Otherwise, the input word is rejected by Mi .
If the set of axioms A contains n′ partial D-trees tn+1, . . . , tn+n′ , then for each j ∈ [n′], we deﬁne a sub-automaton
Mn+j , which performs a tail for the recognizing of the D-tree tn+j . Mn+j is deﬁned exactly like a sub-automaton Mi
above, excepting thatMn+j does not check for a selector pair, but checks that on the tape is only the string corresponding
to the axiom tn+j and no other (input or working) symbols. Then, Mn+j ﬁnishes in an accepting state.
All sub-automata of M will have mutually disjunctive sets of states with one exception: the initial state which will
be the initial state of all sub-automata. An input word w can be accepted in one cycle if and only if there exists some
t ∈ A ∩ (V , S), with t = (w, ). From this it follows that M is in the weak cyclic form. Moreover, in any cycle or
tail at most m = maxi∈[n+n′]mi working symbols are deleted. Therefore, M is a restricted DRWRA.
Obviously, M recognizes exactly L(G). 
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Theorem 12. For any restricted DRWRA M in the weak cyclic form, there is a sorted dependency insertion grammar
with regular selectors G working in the top-down derivation style such that L(G) = L(M).
Proof. Let M = (Q,,, k, I, q0,QA,QR) be a restricted DRWRA in the weak cyclic form. We construct a sorted
dependency insertion grammar G in the following way:
• The alphabet V of G is the input alphabet  of M .
• The set of sorts S of G is the working alphabet  of M .
• The set of axioms A of G is built from the restarting conﬁgurations of M that ﬁnish in an accepting state. For any
such a restarting conﬁguration a partial D-tree t of depth one is built by separating its input and working symbols,
by taking one input symbol to be the root of the tree and by attaching all the other symbols to the root. Any such
restarting conﬁguration contains at least one input symbol, since even in a tail, the second head of M should rewrite
a non-empty string of input symbols by a working symbol. Arbitrary sorts can be assigned to the nodes of t labeled
by input symbols. Since M is in the weak cyclic form, A is, as required, a ﬁnite set.
• The insertion rules of G are deﬁned studying the set of working symbols that are deleted by the ﬁrst head and
the string of input symbols that is rewritten by the second head in all cycles between two consecutive restarting
conﬁgurations. For any such a pair of working symbols and input string, a rule in G, R = (P,Q, t) is deﬁned. The
partial D-tree t is built in a similar way as above (for the axioms of G), i.e. one input symbol is taken for the root of
t , its sort will be exactly the working symbol in which the input string is rewritten, while the other input and working
symbols will be attached to the root. The language P is deﬁned as the set of strings of input symbols that are read
by the second head of M from the left sentinel of the tape to the place where the rewriting is made. The language Q
is deﬁned as the set of strings of input symbols that are read by the second head of M immediately after the place
where the rewriting is made until the right sentinel of the tape. From the behavior of M (M just changes the state
when reading these strings), it result that we can built two ﬁnite automata to build P and Q, respectively, thus these
two languages are regular. Moreover, since M is a restricted DRWRA and the length of the string of input symbols
which is rewritten by M in one cycle is bounded by the size of the lookahead (+1), the number of rules that are
deﬁned in this way is ﬁnite.
Obviously, G generates exactly L(M). 
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced a generative model for dependency trees based on contextual grammars. In this
way, we have tried to enhance the unique generative mechanism of contextual grammars with tree-like structures which
are relevant from a linguistic point of view. We have chosen the formalism of dependency trees since the mathematical
model of contextual grammars and the linguistic model of dependency grammars have similar roots and motivations.
Compared to other attempts to generate dependency trees (see [1], for a survey, or even [4]), this approach generates
directly dependency trees without taking constituency trees as an intermediate level.
Moreover, we have related the new generative formalism to recognizers such that restarting automata, that have also
linguistic motivations and have been proved to be dual in some sense to contextual grammars.
Also, we have proved some language theoretic properties of the new model, but many other questions are still open.
However, from the results we have up to now, the model seems to be interesting enough for continuing both the
mathematical and the linguistic study.
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